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Join the Loom A research project in a remote island. FIND YOUR HIDDEN DESTINY There are four character classes in :
the , the , the , and the . It is recommended that you start with , which is the easiest class, before switching to , and finally , for
maximum challenge. For example, Aegwynn's greatest weakness is . She will run from danger by crawling under her bed until
she is out of sight. However, another of her weaknesses is her greatest strength: the . To her surprise, this makes her extremely
fast and agile. As a , you will find that are of great assistance to you. Your primary goal as a is to find . Unlike the , these are
treasures you can wear that will grant you special abilities. Each character class gets three of these abilities. Each of the
character classes has its own stat point distribution. The , for example, has more in . RUNNING (20) Slow and steady wins the
race. RUNNING (10) Hurry up, but don’t run too fast! SPEED (20) Grow legs and sprint like a cheetah. FIGHTING (10) Battle
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your way through danger. STRENGTH (20) As you progress, you will find that your character class has specific additional
skills. Game Modes and World Designs Explore the beautiful islands of . Four game modes await you: , , , and . Various worlds
are generated using a variety of different tools. Some of the tools are secret and can only be used in their corresponding mode.
“Clone and Link” Link objects with objects and creatures from other worlds. Cloning a moving object, for example, a monster,
will result in a clone. When you play in , the movement of the clone is based on the movement of the original. The clones’
behavior can be different from that of the original, so be careful about how you interact with them. Groups can also be made by
linking other players’ objects and creatures. The linking items will provide bonus points to the group. “Dimensional
Compression” Characters are made from a combination of 82157476af
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